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Dear Pete, 
Your letter arrived yesterday, but I had 

exams on my mind, also a letter from Turkey, 
asking me to contribute to a collection of 
articles in honor of Bossert, so I didn't get 
to answer. 

This morning one from Bennett, containing 
several problems. 

I just wroter to Sundwall, telling him that 
things. are ready to move. Now I; feel ready 
for you. ~ 

''Oenter for :Minoan Linguistic Reaea..ch'' 
sounds right. I thought of "Minoan Research 
Center•• but yours is more specific. 

The set-up - ~pu outline sounds reasonable to 
me. Naturally, the Museum must be in charge, 
and naturally also, the Center is the Museum's. 
If the situation should come up where I (or 
somebody else) lends something of importance, 
that will be kept clear from the beginning. 
It hink the understanding should be that anything 
that goes into the collection is the Museum's 
unless it is given with a proviso. 

The publication angle also seems right, 
though there we will have to make a specific 
decision at the beginning, not about my work, 
but that of others. 

I've been thinking that, to make the Center 
really useful, we could start by Kk±K~ asking 
various scholars to get together on establishing 
the text of those inscriptions published with 
photographs. My idea is that I will serve as 
a clearing-house for their suggestions, collate 
them, send out copies of the collation for 
further suggestions, and then edit (or have 
one of the others edit) an agreed-upon text. 

If we do this sort of thing, the question 
of publication now comes up. It would definitely 
be a result of the Center, and therefore 



concerns the Museum. We should decide ~ 

~( where such material is to be published.~~~ J 

~ And if, instead of publishtdg, it is sent 
~, out in so. me sort of duplicated form, mimeographed 

~ 
or hectographed, it should have an o.fficial 
name. 

~ I am rather leaning to the idea of forming 
~~ a society of scholars to be affiliated with 
~ ~ the Center. Is this too unorthodox? Things 
~Tt must then be cut and dried in advance, or 
~ ~~ some scholastic prima donnas will · get out of 

thand (I mention no names, but one, I'm sure, 
begins with Hr}. 

· I've gone so far in my mind as to con-
template assigning each one a code designation, 

-~~...-.:.· to be- us-ed- for giving ered-1~ fer -4€1-ea-s. " -t Sundwall would be Su 1, Bennet.t Be 1, etc. 
But we can talk about it later. I'm just 
thinking. 

~ 
At present, I think that Wednesday, July 7 

would be a g. ood day for me co come down again. 
That's early enough, so that, if I need more 

~ than one day, there's a chance of coming 
~ again, and still gives me a couple of weeks 
~ at home to see how far I get with my work. 

l I conjemplate no difficulties, so far 
as my relations to the Museum are concerned. 
I'm quite willing to abide by whatever you 
and Rainey think right. My chief difficulty 

· with any administration is usually that I 
have unorthodox ideas, but with you, I feel 

~ quite safe, because if you think them unortho
dox the-y-t-3:-l--rea: ly e · out of this wox•id. 

Besides, since I plan to submit most of 
my work to the AJA, the editor can easily 
decide where it belongs. 

That last naragraph really should have 
~ come half a page earlier. rlm rambling, as 

usual. 
See you on the seventh--unless something 

happens. 

~ 
P. J. ~~.v.t~1 ~~ 
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